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August 16, 2023 

Town of Superior 
Mayor and Board of Trustees 
124 E. Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO 80027 
Via e-mail: townboard@superiorcolorado.gov 

Dear Mayor and Trustees, 

Thank you for your letter on July 21, 2023, which requested Jefferson County take steps to limit 
operations of flight schools based at Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (RMMA). While total aircraft 
operations at RMMA have increased over the past few years, it’s also important to provide some 
historical context about operations and the development of communities surrounding RMMA over the 
years.  

RMMA experienced annual operations in excess of 200,000 between 1973 and 1977, with a 
previous record high annual operations of 248,351 in 1977. RMMA’s 1988, 2000, and 2011 Master Plans 
also forecast operations of this magnitude. For example, the 1988 Master Plan forecasted 286,000 annual 
flight operations by 2007, and the 2011 Master Plan projected 265,200 annual flight operations by 2030.  

In the 1980s and 1990s, when a large part of Superior was being developed, the Jefferson County 
Board of County Commissioners and Jefferson County airport staff raised the concern of incompatible 
land use and noise complaints. (See July 10, 1996 ltr. to Town of Superior; Dec. 11, 1986 ltr. to Town of 
Superior). At that time, Superior chose to approve development of neighborhoods in close proximity to an 
airport that has been in existence since 1960. 

The safety and welfare of the surrounding community is of utmost concern, and Jefferson County 
is committed to seeking reasonable, legal solutions to the impact of airport operations on surrounding 
communities. As an example, the RMMA Community Noise Roundtable (RMMACNR) was formed in 
2021 to collaboratively identify possible solutions to address community noise concerns. The work of this 
roundtable is ongoing.  

In response to the proposed solutions suggested in your July 21 letter, Jefferson County offers the 
following responses in consultation with the FAA, with the understanding that as a federally funded, 
public-use airport, RMMA is subject to a complex legal and regulatory scheme, which includes FAA 
Airport Sponsor Assurances and the U.S. Government’s exclusive sovereignty of airspace:    

Landing Fees. Landing fees are not commonplace at general aviation airports like RMMA.  
Many commercial service airports have landing fees to insure adequate capital funding for airfield 
maintenance due to the impacts of heavier commercial service aircraft. Unlike their commercial 
counterparts, the vast majority of general aviation airports in the United States do not charge landing fees.  

Your letter notes that the Town of Superior desires landing fees at RMMA for the sole purpose of 
decreasing operations. While it is true that a general aviation airport may charge a landing fee, any such 
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fee must be reasonable and, more importantly, an airport cannot do so for the purpose of restricting access 
to the airport. If that is the purpose, it is unlawfully discriminatory in violation of FAA grant assurances 
on which Jefferson County is a sponsor. For this reason, Jefferson County will not impose landing fees at 
RMMA. 

Curfew. The Airport Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) was adopted by the United States Congress 
in 1990 to limit uncoordinated restrictions on aviation and airport access and establish a national program 
for federal review of airport noise and access restrictions. ANCA prohibits airports that have received 
Federal Airport Improvement Program funding from imposing a noise or access restriction at the airport 
unless the Administrator of the FAA has approved such restriction.   

A “mandatory curfew” would qualify as an access restriction. Before the FAA would even 
consider such a restriction, the FAA will require a FAA Part 150 Study and a Part161 Study. The FAA 
requires these studies before it will consider any noise or access restrictions because it needs to 
understand what level of noise exists to determine appropriate remediation efforts. These studies will take 
years to complete and millions of dollars to fund. Even if RMMA expended the time and money to 
conduct these studies, RMMA is confident that the FAA would reject any proposed mandatory curfew at 
RMMA.1 Jefferson County or RMMA will not expend resources on these studies. If the Town of Superior 
would like to pursue the development of a Part 150 and Part 161 study at its cost, Jefferson County would 
support the effort.      

Close Runway 30L/12R at Night. Mayor Lacis, during his term as chair of the RMMACNR, 
inquired about the possibility of closing Runway 30L/12R during night-time hours. RMMA staff studied 
the issue and provided a response at the January 9, 2023 RMMACNR meeting. While RMMA staff 
recommended against a night-time runway closure for a number of reasons, its primary concern was the 
safety of pilots using RMMA at night. Due to these safety issues, it is unlikely that the FAA will approve 
a nightly closure. 

Even if this request passes a safety analysis, the FAA will not willingly move traffic over another 
member of the Noise Roundtable absent agreement from that jurisdiction. Because the proposed closure 
would shift flight activity from the airspace above Superior to the airspace above Boulder, the FAA would 
not approve a nightly closure of this runway absent full consent of the Noise Roundtable.  

Touch-and-Go Operations. Superior’s request to limit “touch and go landings” falls within the 
purview of ANCA. Like the curfew request, any attempt to limit “touch and go landings” would require a 
Part 150 Study. Even if the Part 150 Study confirmed a noise measurement in a level deemed 
unacceptable by the FAA, the remedy would be for the FAA to fund mitigation measures, not a 
prohibition on “touch and go landings.”    

1 In staff discussions with John Bauer, we learned that the FAA has a database of Part 161 requests to impose a curfew on airport 
operations, and that the FAA has denied similar requests for a night curfew at other airports. For example, in 2014, the FAA 
disapproved Los Angeles International Airport’s (LAX) application to restrict and penalize easterly runway departures at night. 
was “disapproved” by the FAA. See 
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/Final-Determination-LAX-Part-161-
Application-20141107.pdf  Similarly, in 2009, the FAA disapproved  Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport Authority’s (BUR), 
application for a nighttime curfew. See 
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/Burbank_10_30_09.pdf 

https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/Final-Determination-LAX-Part-161-Application-20141107.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/Final-Determination-LAX-Part-161-Application-20141107.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/sites/faa.gov/files/airports/environmental/airport_noise/part_161/Burbank_10_30_09.pdf
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RMMA cannot follow the same policies at Long Beach and Hanscom Field because those airports 
were grandfathered under ANCA. Even Hanscom Field acknowledges that “Most of these programs could 
not be duplicated or changed under current federal law.” 
https://www.massport.com/media/bmxfopij/2022-state-of-hanscom.pdf Finally, Fullerton’s touch-and-go 
restrictions are voluntary just like RMMA’s voluntary noise abatement procedures.   

Lead. RMMA cannot ban or restrict the sale of leaded fuel. To do so would violate a grant 
assurance that Jefferson County made to the FAA when accepting federal funds. This position was 
reiterated in the FAA’s May 18, 2023 letter to Mayor Lacis, a copy of which is enclosed. Jefferson 
County and RMMA support our fixed base operators in a nationwide transition away from leaded fuel. 
RMMA is working diligently to develop airport infrastructure for unleaded fuel, including requesting 
grant assistance from the FAA. We are also working with the Colorado Congressional Delegation on this 
important issue. In the meantime, RMMA staff is actively searching for other cost-saving opportunities to 
advance the timeline for transitioning to unleaded fuel. We remain hopeful that RMMA can complete this 
transition well before the FAA’s 2030 goal. 

Jefferson County welcomes and values our on-going work with the Noise Roundtable, including 
the Town of Superior. Solutions must be achieved through collaboration with all relevant stakeholders 
and in compliance with the law and FAA grant assurances. We look forward to continuing to work with 
the Town of Superior and other stakeholders on reasonable, realistic, and lawful solutions to mitigate the 
impacts of RMMA operations. To this end, we have directed our County Manager to schedule a meeting 
with Superior’s City Manager and other relevant stakeholders to continue this conversation.  

Sincerely, 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

Andy Kerr Tracy Kraft-Tharp Lesley Dahlkemper 
Chair 

BCC/kss 

Cc:   John Bauer, FAA (john.bauer@faa.gov) 
Paul Anslow, Director, RMMA (panslow@jeffco.us) 

Encl:  July 10, 1996 ltr. to Town of Superior; Dec. 11, 1986 ltr. to Town of Superior; FAA May 18, 2023 
letter to Mayor Lacis  

https://www.massport.com/media/bmxfopij/2022-state-of-hanscom.pdf
mailto:john.bauer@faa.gov
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Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

The Honorable Mark Lacis
Mayor
124 East Coal Creek Drive
Superior, CO  80027

Dear Mayor Lacis:

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible.

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960. BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances.

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC. Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)).

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations.

May 18, 2023
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports

SHANNETTA R 
GRIFFIN

Digitally signed by SHANNETTA R 
GRIFFIN 
Date: 2023.05.18 09:08:09 -04'00'



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

The Honorable Neal Shah 
Mayor Pro-tem
124 East Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Mayor Pro-tem Shah: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

Ms. Sandie Hammerly
Trustee
Superior Board of Trustees 
124 East Coal Creek Drive
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Ms. Hammerly: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

Ms. Jenn Kaaoush 
Trustee
Superior Board of Trustees 
124 East Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Ms. Kaaoush: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. Bob McCool 
Trustee
Superior Board of Trustees 
124 East Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Mr. McCool: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

Ms. Stephanie Miller
Trustee
Superior Board of Trustees 
124 East Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Ms. Miller: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports



Office of the Associate Administrator
  for Airports
  

800 Independence Ave, SW.
Washington, DC 20591

Mr. Jason Serbu 
Trustee
Superior Board of Trustees 
124 East Coal Creek Drive 
Superior, CO  80027 

Dear Mr. Serbu: 

Thank you for your April 18 letter to Acting Administrator Nolen and the Jefferson County 
Commissioners requesting that Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport (BJC) make unleaded 
aviation gasoline (“avgas”) available and phase out leaded avgas from BJC as expeditiously 
as possible. 

Jefferson County is the owner and operator of BJC, which opened in 1960.  BJC is currently 
classified as a national general aviation (GA) airport and holds a Part 139 operating 
certificate.  Since 1982, BJC has received over $99.9 million from the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Airport Improvement Program for airport development projects and 
land acquisition.  With the acceptance of these funds, Jefferson County, as the airport 
sponsor, has agreed to specific Federal obligations known as grant assurances. 

As the airport sponsor, Jefferson County is ultimately responsible for the operation of BJC.  
As such, they are the decision makers that control when unleaded avgas will be available at 
BJC.  Currently, the FAA cannot dictate the timing or availability of unleaded avgas at 
airports.  However, a ban or restriction on the sale or use of 100LL (Avgas) at a federally 
obligated airport is inconsistent with Grant Assurance 22, Economic Nondiscrimination (49 
United States Code Section 47107(a)(1)). 

The FAA, together with government and industry stakeholders, have formed a coalition 
known as the EAGLE initiative (Eliminate Aviation Gasoline Lead Emissions).  EAGLE’s 
goal is to eliminate the use of leaded aviation fuels for piston-engine aircraft in the United 
States by the end of 2030 without impacting the safe and efficient operation of the existing 
GA fleet.  Airport owners/operators, service providers, and users can implement certain 
mitigation measures today while the aviation industry safely transitions away from leaded 
fuel.  These mitigations may include offering additional fuel types to help facilitate 
transition, promoting airport and pilot awareness, minimizing engine idle time and run-up 
time, and increasing distance between pre-flight/maintenance run-up locations and people 
on/off airport by relocating run-up locations or distributing run-ups to multiple locations. 
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The FAA’s Denver Airports District Office has been involved in discussions with BJC 
regarding leaded fuel and will continue to actively engage in this conversation as the aviation 
industry safely transitions to unleaded fuel. 
 
If you or your staff need further assistance, please contact Lauren R. Dudley, Assistant 
Administrator for Government and Industry Affairs, at (202) 267-3277. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Shannetta R. Griffin, P.E. 
Associate Administrator 
  for Airports 
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